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Using Market Research 


to Plan and Build Consensus 
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EMC Research Background 


• Public Opinion Research and Strategic Consulting  


• Offices in Washington, California, Oregon, and Ohio 


• Extensive experience working with public agencies, 
corporations, not for profits, and political campaigns 


• EMC Research has helped thousands of clients use research 
to chart a path to success 
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Why conduct research? 


Assumption (noun): The act of taking for granted, or supposing 
something without proof; an unwarrantable claim. 


Anecdotal Evidence (noun): Information based on word-of-
mouth or “gut instinct;” not based on facts or careful study. 


Research (noun): Diligent and systematic inquiry or 
investigation into a subject in order to discover facts or 
applications. 
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Good research… 


• leads to informed action; action based on statistically accurate 
and reliable information. Informed action leads to better 
decisions, and better decisions increase your chances of success. 


• is an antidote to anecdote; it tests internal and external 
conventional wisdom. What we think we know can be as 
dangerous as what we don't know. 


• leads to more effective use of resources. It saves time and 
money by helping you identify and target key audiences. 


• offers unexpected insights and can reveal alternate paths to 
success. 


• can help resolve internal conflicts by providing an objective 
basis to evaluate competing ideas or approaches. 
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The History of Sound Transit in 60 Seconds 


1970: “MARTA” Rejected 


1995: RTA 1 Fails 


1996: EMC hired to conduct polling, RTA 2 passes 


Early 1999: First Central Link Light Rail funding problems arise 


Late 2001: Initial Light Rail segment shortened from 21 miles to 14 


2007: ST prepares for Roads and Transit measure 


November 2007: Measure fails 


2008 EMC hired again for upcoming ST only measure 


November 2008: measure passes 


2011 to Now: ST looks to expand ridership with Mindshare research. 
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June 1999 


July 1999 


December 2000 


May 2001 


Starting up is a challenge 
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Sound Transit Favorable: Tracking 


53% 


41% 


31% 


28% 


16% 


31% 


Dec
'00


Jun
'01


Favorable Unfavorable Can't Rate/ Never Heard
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…but not support for the product 


June 2001: Do you think a light rail train system should be one of the solutions to our region’s 
transportation problems, yes or no? 


66% 


22% 


Yes, light rail
should be one of


the solutions


No, light rail should
not be one of the


solutions
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…but not support for the product 


52% 


28% 


We should decide what we can
build with the currently avaialble
funds and start building light rail


immediately


If light rail cannot be built
according to the original plan, we
should scrap light rail altogether


and not build it, and use the
funds for other tranportation


services
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Yes 
31% 


No 
39% 


Don't 
know 
30% 


Sound Transit carried 
562,000 passengers 


in 2001 


Perception is reality 


June 2001: From what you know or have heard, has Sound Transit implemented any 
transportation services to date, or not? 
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It takes time to build awareness about services and solidify your brand  


53% 


41% 


47% 
49% 


45% 


51% 


60% 61% 
65% 


63% 64% 


31% 


28% 


35% 
31% 32% 


36% 


23% 23% 
21% 20% 


24% 


16% 


31% 


18% 
20% 


23% 


13% 
17% 16% 


13% 
17% 


12% 


Dec
'00


Jun
'01


May
'02


Nov
'02


Apr
'03


Nov
'03


Nov
'04


Sep
'05


Oct
'06


Apr
'07


Nov
'07


Favorable Unfavorable Can't Rate/ Never Heard
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You don’t always control your own destiny 


November 7, 2007 
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But you can decide how you react 


Do you agree or disagree that expanding light rail is a good investment for this region? 


Agree 
72% Disagree 


22% 


Don't 
know 


6% 


90% 


58% 


67% 


6% 


38% 


22% 


Prop 1 -
Supporters


Prop 1 -
Opponents


Prop 1 - Did
not vote


Agree Don't know Disagree


The rejection 
of Prop 1 
was not a 


rejection of 
light rail. 
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Demonstrating collective will 


The Sound Transit Board of Directors will soon decide whether or not to put a transit 
expansion measure on the ballot in November of this year.  In general, do you favor 
or oppose putting a transit expansion measure on the ballot in November of 2008? 


Favor 2008 
75% 


Don't know 
3% 


Never 
16% 


After 2008 
5% 


Oppose 2008 
22% 


Voters 
opposed to 
November 
2008 don’t 


want a 
transit 


expansion 
measure on 
the ballot at 


all. 
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And getting back out there 


37% 


24% 


2% 


19% 


8% 


1% 


Definitely Yes


Probably Yes


Und, lean Yes


Definitely No


Probably No


Und, lean No


Initial Vote 


Total 
Yes 
63% 


Total 
No 


28% 


45% 


16% 


2% 


19% 


9% 


1% 


Definitely Yes


Probably Yes


Und, lean Yes


Definitely No


Probably No


Und, lean No


Vote after Cost 


Total 
Yes 
63% 


Total 
No 


29% 


Information about the measure’s 
average cost solidifies support. 


Without increasing opposition. 
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November 4, 2008 


November 4, 2008 
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The future is bright 


53% 


41% 


47% 49% 
45% 


51% 


60% 61% 
65% 63% 64% 64% 


67% 


31% 


28% 


35% 
31% 32% 


36% 


23% 23% 21% 20% 
24% 24% 


15% 16% 


31% 


18% 20% 
23% 


13% 
17% 16% 


13% 
17% 


12% 13% 


18% 


Dec
'00


Jun
'01


May
'02


Nov
'02


Apr
'03


Nov
'03


Nov
'04


Sep
'05


Oct
'06


Apr
'07


Nov
'07


Feb
'08


Nov
'10


Favorable Unfavorable Can't Rate/ Never Heard








Rational Planning in an 
Irrational World 


Michael Kern, Director Ruckelshaus Center 


John Owen, Partner MAKERS architecture 
and urban design 


Ian Stewart Vice President EMC Research 


American Planning Association 


Conference 


April 2013, Chicago 


 







New Planning Tools from Cognitive 


Science Research 


…today we are in a golden age of behavioral 


research.  Thousands of researchers are 


studying the way actual behavior differs from 


the way we assume people behave.  They 


are coming up with more accurate theories of 


who we are, and scores of real world (public 


policy implementation) applications. 


 
David Brooks, The Unexamined Society, 


The New York Times, July 7, 2011 


 







What are some of the cognitive 


science advances? 


 


 


How can we use them? 







 







 











Because of our brain function we 


are predisposed to: 


• Prefer the familiar – change and risk 


adverse 


• Favor our own group 


• Be influenced by the decision context 







 







 







Effects of decision context 











 



























LOVE is… 
•A journey 


•Bliss, ecstasy 


•Health 


•An aesthetic experience 


•A project  


•Pain 


•A collaboration 


•Madness 


•A burning ring of fire (Johnny Cash) 











Fairness Equity 


Affirmative action 


Big institutions 


Government 


programs 


Balancing assets 


Fair play 


Fair deal 


Fair ball 


Fair game 


Fair start 


 







What about 


group 


behavior? 







Behavioral Economics 



























Social Capital: 
The collective value of all social 


networks and the inclinations that 


arise from these networks to do 


things for each other.  


  Putnam 


Shared norms or values that promote 


social cooperation, instantiated in 


actual social relationships"   


 


  Fukuyama 


The concept of social capital 


is debated by sociologists but 


has proven useful 







Social Capital 















Putnam 


believes social 


capital is 


necessary for 


effective 


democratic 


governance 











Part of Putnam’s prescription to increase 


social capital: 


• Anti-suburban sprawl measures 


• Efficient transit (to reduce 


commuter time) 


• Mixed use zoning  


• Pedestrian friendly street grids 


• Common open space 


 







How can all of this be applied? 


1.Be aware how the way our mind works 


affects our decisions and behavior 







How can all of this be applied? 
2 Use appropriate techniques to 


communicate, facilitate, organize and 


change behavior 











How can all of this be applied? 


3. Use planning process to 


increase long term social 


capital 







How can all of this be applied? 
4.  When necessary have planning participants self-examine 


the process and their actions within it.  (a self-conscious 


process) 







Most important:   


Collaborate with behavior scientists to 


upgrade our planning and policy making 


practices 















More Info? 
• John Owen 


johno@makersarch.com 


• (206) 652-5080 



mailto:johno@makersarch.com














Fostering Collaborative 


Solutions to Land Use and 


Other Policy Challenges 
 


 
American Planning Association National Conference 


Chicago, IL, April 15, 2013 
 







Mission 
 


 Neutral resource for collaborative problem 


solving 


 Expertise that improves the availability and 


quality of voluntary collaborative approaches.   


 Help public, private, tribal, non-profit and 


other community leaders work together, build 


consensus and resolve public policy 


conflicts. 


 Advance teaching and 


research missions of the 


two universities by 


bringing real-world 


policy issues to the 


academic setting.  







Services 
 


 Neutral Forum 


 Situation Assessment 


 Facilitation, Mediation, Conflict 


Resolution 


 Project Management, Strategic 


Planning 


 Applied Research  


 Information Portal 


 Training 


 Policy Discussions 







 Project is consistent with Center’s vision, 


mission, policies and scope.  


 Center’s involvement is acceptable to those 


directly affected and in authority.  


 Project addresses important public policy 


issues or community needs.  


 Potential sponsorship and support sufficient 


to promote meaningful results and follow 


through.  


 Project is cost-effective.  


 Universities add unique value, contribute 


expertise and other resources that can help 


project reach a successful resolution.  


Project Criteria 
 







 Advisory board chaired by Bill 


Ruckelshaus and composed of 


prominent state, tribal and local leaders.  


 Funding from a mix of sources including 


universities, the Board, individuals, 


foundations, corporations, governments, 


and fee-for-service when appropriate. 


 


Governance and Funding 
 







 20+ years of experience (~3 years at 


Ruckelshaus Center) helping diverse groups 


reach common ground on public policy 


issues in Washington and Pacific NW. 


 Facilitation, mediation, project management, 


assessment, public involvement, strategic 


planning, intergovernmental relations. 


 Projects for federal, state, tribal, local, NGO 


and citizen groups. 


 Various settings including 


sole proprietor, private firm, 


non-profit and academic 


sectors. 


 Many projects with planning 


focus. 


Michael Kern, Director 
 







Voluntary Stewardship Program 







Columbia River Gorge Assessment 


 National Scenic Area 


created by Congress, 


Oregon and Washington 


 Interviews with >80 


individuals and groups 


 Key themes and 


recommendations 







Chehalis Flooding 







Tri-Cities Governance 







EPA, HUD, FTA, FHWA 


• Coordinate federal housing, 


transportation, environmental 


protection investments, policies, 


programs, resources for urban, 


suburban, rural communities. 


• Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Alaska 


Community Dialogues. 


• Breaking down silos, integrating 


granting, reporting, etc. 


 


Partnership for Sustainable Communities 







 Goals and objectives need to be clear, 


concise, and shared by those at table and 


those receiving the results. 


 Start with a shared vision of the future. 


 Include all whose support is needed for 


implementation. 


 Determine if anyone has a “BATNA” 


 Make sure everyone is at the table 


voluntarily. 


 Avoid consensus “fallbacks.” 


 Have a clear definition of consensus. 


 Involve a neutral, third party facilitator. 


 


Lessons Learned 







Oregon Consensus 


 


• “Sister” program, Legislatively 


established in 2003 at Portland State 


University. 


• Mission: expand capacity in use of 


alternative dispute resolution in Oregon.  


• Work together on projects with Northwest-


wide scope (i.e., Columbia River Gorge 


Assessment). 


 • Video on using 


collaboration to 


resolve land use 


disputes in Oregon 







The Collaborative Way 
Oregon Consensus 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


www.ruckelshauscenter.wsu.edu 


Thoughts/Questions/Discussion? 





